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With unsurpassed style, comfort and quality, Carroll® Healthcare’s Homecare bed has earned the reputation as the bed that is
most comfortable for everyone. Users and caregivers appreciate the Homecare bed’s wide range of height adjustments and
easy-to-use controls. With multiple headboard and footboard styles to choose from, combined with an attractive frame, the
Homecare bed fits beautifully into any home setting.

Detachable Mattress Deck
The only bed surface with a 20-year warranty. This fibre-composite deck will never rust or tear bedding.
The composite material takes on the temperature of the mattress that it is resting on, preventing
condensation build-up which usually occurs on most metal decks. The flat-pan design makes the deck
extremely easy to clean, while increasing the life of the mattress by providing full and even support. 

Two-Piece Frame Construction
Carroll’s unique two-piece frame is designed for convenient delivery
and easy maintenance. It takes only minutes to assemble.  

Hand Controls and Lock-Outs
The Homecare bed’s 6-function electric Hand Control has bright, universal symbols which allows the user
and caregivers to easily operate the controls of the bed. The Hand Control holster conveniently fastens the
Hand Control to the bedrail for easy access to both bedrail positions. A linen clip is also available to
attach the Hand Control to bed linens. The Homecare bed also comes with a standard lock-out feature
that restricts the hi-lo function of the Hand Control. 

Restraint-Free Assist Rail™
Designed with the user in mind, Carroll Healthcare’s patented Assist
Rail offers assistance without restraints. The rail provides a safe
resting environment and when the rail is not required, it moves easily
out of the way with a quick button release.  This provides caregivers
with unobstructed access to the user. The rail also serves as a stable
assist device, making it very easy to get into and out of bed.

Central Immobilization System
The Central Immobilization System raises the bed’s casters off the floor. The bed is immobilized
throughout its entire height range, providing additional stability for the user and caregiver.
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Homecare Bed Specifications
Sleep Surface - Deck Length
Overall Length
Sleep Surface Deck to Floor - Low Position
Sleep Surface Deck to Floor - High Position
Underbed Clearance - High Position
Overall Width (with Rails)
Underbed Clearance on Standard 3” Castors
Recommended Weight Capacity
Recommended Mattress Thickness

80”
88”

13 1⁄2”
23 1⁄2”
8 1⁄4”
41”
9 3⁄8”

450 lbs.
6”
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Thera-Max-HFS Mattress Series

The Thera-Max-HFS series offers three mattresses that target specific patient risk levels. Designed and engineered in
collaboration with leading clinical specialists, this mattress series addresses low-risk, moderate-risk and high-risk patients
effectively, yet affordably.

Marquis Mattress 
Low-Risk Patient

Preventative, pressure reduction 
mattress that uses three-layer 

construction to protect the delicate and
sensitive heel area.  It evenly distributes
body weight which improves mattress 

wear and provides support 
during bed transfers.

Supreme Mattress 
Moderate-Risk Patient

A pressure reduction mattress that 
improves comfort and evenly 

distributes body weight across its 
tri-zone foundation.

Heel Float System Mattress 
High-Risk Patient

A superior pressure reduction mattress 
that combines tri-zone construction with
visco-elastic technology to significantly

reduce pressure points.

* The Marquis, Supreme and Heel Float System Mattresses are available
from Invacare Canada with a width of 35” and length of 80”.

Safe Guard Technology
The Supreme, Marquis and Heel Float System Mattresses are available with optional 8” high raised-side-
bolsters to ensure safety.  Constructed with high-density foam, the raised-side-bolsters enhance the
mattress perimeters and create a cradle effect so that if a user rolls close to the mattress edge, they are
protected from falling.  The lowered padded openings make transfers into and out of the bed easy and safe.

Fusion Cover
A pressure reduction mattress that reduces pressure points on the body. Our Fusion cover is a highly
durable fabric, resistant to stains and is washable with soap and water. The cover’s soft surface is anti-
static, non-allergenic and non-irritating. This cover also acts as a permanent fluid barrier exterior, effective
at combating bacterial and fungal growth.

Nylon Cover
The Nylon cover is a durable water and stain resistant fabric that is extremely easy to clean and care for.
With a rubberized lining, it is an effective agent against both bacterial and fungal growth, providing greater
hygiene protection. 

Base
Invacare’s Fusion and Nylon covers are both equipped with a PVC non-slip base that easily wipes clean
with just soap and water. This durable base has a 360-degree vinyl zipper making it extremely easy to
interchange or replace.
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Therapeutic Support Mattresses

~ Recommended by Chiropractors
~ Provides maximum pressure relief
~ Body contouring support
~ Creates proper spine alignment

~ Breathable
~ Heat and weight sensitive
~ Eliminates tossing and turning
~ Improves blood circulation

A good night’s sleep is an essential part of living a healthy lifestyle. For years chiropractors and medical
professionals have stressed the importance of proper spine alignment and back support during sleep.
Reduced mattress pressure on the body and proper body contouring are key ingredients in experiencing a
deep, relaxing, uninterrupted sleep.

Thera Care uses visco-elastic foam technology developed by NASA  to mold and contour to the warmth and
weight of the body.  A completely breathable material, visco-elastic foam allows air to circulate within the
mattress, reducing pressure points and tossing and turning. Thera Care’s soft polar fleece cover is completely
launderable eliminating the need for a mattress pad.  A zipper allows for easy removal when cleaning.

Therapeutic Support Mattress
Twin 38” W x 80” L x 8” H

Carroll Beds Available Head and Foot Boards
Carroll Homecare beds come with your choice of four (4) head and foot board styles. The four options available are the Rectangular,
Villa, Traditional and Canadiana. All four boards come with your choice of finishes.  

Ordering Your Carroll Bed 
Head and Foot Boards

1 Rectangular 
2 Traditional
3 Canadiana
4 Villa 

e.g. HDFTBD-000-2G-00 signifies  a 
Traditional board with Amber Cherry finish.

N Kensington Maple
W Montana Walnut
I African Walnut
K Biltmore Cherry
G Amber Cherry
D Solar Oak
O Monticello Maple
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Warranty
All mattresses are guaranteed for five (5) years from manufacturing defects and workmanship. Covers, bases and Carroll Homecare
beds are guaranteed for (1) year from manufacturing defects and workmanship. The fiberglass bed deck will not be defective in
material or workmanship for twenty (20) years.


